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Abstract

Contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance imaging (CEMRI) is crucial for the diag-
nosis of patients with liver tumors, especially for the detection of benign tumors
and malignant tumors. However, it suffers from high-risk, time-consuming,
and expensive in current clinical diagnosis due to the use of the gadolinium-
based contrast agent (CA) injection. If the CEMRI can be synthesized without
CA injection, there is no doubt that it will greatly optimize the diagnosis. In
this study, we propose a Tripartite Generative Adversarial Network (Tripartite-
GAN) as a non-invasive, time-saving, and inexpensive clinical tool by synthesiz-
ing CEMRI to detect tumors without CA injection. Specifically, our innovative
Tripartite-GAN combines three associated-networks (an attention-aware gener-
ator, a convolutional neural network-based discriminator, and a region-based
convolutional neural network-based detector) for the first time, which achieves
CEMRI synthesis and tumor detection promoting each other in an end-to-end
framework. The generator facilitates detector for accurate tumor detection via
synthesizing tumor-specific CEMRI. The detector promotes the generator for
accurate CEMRI synthesis via the back-propagation. In order to synthesize
CEMRI of equivalent clinical value to real CEMRI, the attention-aware gener-
ator expands the receptive field via hybrid convolution, and enhances feature
representation and context learning of multi-class liver MRI via dual attention
mechanism, and improves the performance of convergence of loss via residual
learning. Moreover, the attention maps obtained from the generator newly
added into the detector improve the performance of tumor detection. The dis-
criminator promotes the generator to synthesize high-quality CEMRI via the
adversarial learning strategy. This framework is tested on a large corpus of ax-
ial T1 FS Pre-Contrast MRI and axial T1 FS Delay MRI of 265 subjects. Ex-
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perimental results and quantitative evaluation demonstrate that the Tripartite-
GAN achieves high-quality CEMRI synthesis that peak signal-to-noise rate of
28.8 and accurate tumor detection that accuracy of 89.4%, which reveals that
Tripartite-GAN can aid in the clinical diagnosis of liver tumors.

Keywords: Contrast-enhanced MRI synthesis; Tripartite-GAN; Dual
attention module; Tumor detection.

1. Introduction1

The magnetic resonance examination of liver cancer relies heavily on con-2

trast agent (CA) injection. Specifically, as shown in Fig.1, in the non-contrast3

enhanced magnetic resonance imaging (NCEMRI) obtained without CA injec-4

tion, the area of hemangioma (a benign tumor) and hepatocellular carcinoma5

(HCC, a malignant tumor) could barely find their difference to distinguish. On6

the contrary, in contrast-enhanced MRI (CEMRI) obtained by the CA injec-7

tion, the area of hemangioma is gradual central filling and bright at the edge8

and the area of HCC is entirely or mostly bright through the whole tumor. It9

is no doubt that CA injection gives the two kinds of tumors their diagnosis10

specificity, which provides an accurate and easy way to diagnose hemangioma11

and HCC.12

However, gadolinium-based CA brings inevitable shortcomings, which suffers13

from high-risk, time-consuming, and expensive (Idée et al., 2006). The high-14

risk is due to the gadolinium-based CA injection, which may induce nephrogenic15

systemic fibrosis (Marckmann et al., 2006), especially for patients with compro-16

mised kidney function. The time-consuming comes from the MRI process itself17

and the waiting-time after CA injection. The expensive mainly comes from CA,18

in the USA alone, conservatively, if each dose of CA is$60, the direct material19

expense alone equates to roughly$1.2 billion in 2016 (Statistics from IQ-AI Lim-20

ited Company, USA). It will be significant for clinical diagnosis if CEMRI can21

be successfully synthesized without CA injection. Therefore, this work focuses22

on the end-to-end method of synthesizing liver CEMRI from liver NCEMRI for23

tumor detection.24

There is currently no reported synthesis of liver CEMRI for tumor detec-25

tion because of three unique challenges: 1) The difficulty in discriminating the26

tumor features extracted in NCEMRI. That is to say. It is easy to confuse27

the features of hemangioma and HCC when extracting the features because of28

the low discrimination of hemangioma and HCC in NCEMRI. Therefore, the29

synthesis network is required to pay more attention to the detailed feature for30

improving the feature representation. 2) The difficulty in learning the highly31

nonlinear mapping between multi-class NCEMRI and multi-class CEMRI. That32

is to say. Each anatomy can be seen as a class. Different from the synthesis33

of single-class medical images (e.g., brain MRI (Yang et al., 2018), lesion area34

patches (Frid-Adar et al., 2018)), liver MRI has multi-class anatomy (i.e., liver,35

spleen, spine, and so on). Therefore, multi-class liver MRI has the risk of causing36
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Figure 1: Our method of obtaining CEMRI without CA injection has advantages of non-
invasive, time-saving, and inexpensive. There are four cases of synthesizing CEMRI from
NCEMRI. Subject1 and Subject2 are hemangioma, a benign tumor. Subject3 and Subject4
are hepatocellular carcinoma(HCC), a malignant tumor.

misclassification of the anatomy. The synthesis network is required to explic-37

itly capture global dependencies of multi-class feature representations regardless38

of locations. 3) The difficulty in alleviating the blurring problem of synthetic39

CEMRI. The blurring of synthetic image is a problem that GAN always needs40

to alleviate (Korkinof et al., 2018), and the problem becomes more serious due41

to the complex anatomy of multi-class liver MRI. That is to say. For our task of42

synthesizing liver CEMRI to improve tumor detection, we must ensure not only43

the high quality of CEMRI synthesis but also the clarity of the tumor area.44

Therefore, an effective loss function is necessary for our task due to the loss45

function determines the ability to learn the highly nonlinear mapping between46

the source image and the target image.47

In this paper, we propose a novel Tripartite Generative Adversarial Network48

(Tripartite-GAN) as a non-invasive, time-saving, and inexpensive clinical tool to49

synthesize liver CEMRI without CA injection for tumor detection. Specifically,50

for the first time, the Tripartite-GAN combines three associated-network (an51

attention-aware generator, a convolutional neural network-based (CNN-based)52

discriminator, and a region-based convolutional neural network-based (R-CNN-53

based) detector), which simultaneously achieves CEMRI synthesis and tumor54

detection in an end-to-end framework. Firstly, in order to overcome the afore-55

mentioned challenges of 1) and 2), the newly designed attention-aware generator56

expands the receptive field via hybrid convolution, integrates local features with57

their global dependencies via dual attention module (DAM), and improves the58

convergence of loss via residual learning. This is capable of effectively extract-59

ing the diagnosis-specific features of two types of tumor and accurately learning60

the highly nonlinear mapping between multi-class NCEMRI and multi-class61
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CEMRI. Secondly, in order to overcome the aforementioned challenge of 3) for62

achieving high-quality CEMRI synthesis, which equivalent to real CEMRI. The63

CNN-based discriminator is trained to discriminate the real or fake of synthetic64

CEMRI, and then promotes the generator to synthesize highly authentic CEMRI65

via adversarial-strategy. Thirdly, the R-CNN-based detector is combined to the66

generator via back-propagation for the first time, which achieves that CEMRI67

synthesis and tumor detection promote each other in an end-to-end framework.68

Moreover, the attention maps obtained from the generator newly added into the69

detector improve the performance of tumor detection. The contributions of this70

study are mainly in four aspects:71

1. For the first time, synthesizing CEMRI without CA injection for liver72

tumor detection is achieved, which provides a safe, time-saving, and inex-73

pensive clinical tool to synthesize CEMRI without CA injection.74

2. The newly proposed Tripartite-GAN successfully combined the regular75

two-participant GAN and the detector via back-propagation for the first76

time, which achieves that CEMRI synthesis and tumor detection promote77

each other in an end-to-end framework.78

3. The newly designed attention-aware generator is powerful in feature ex-79

traction with the help of hybrid convolution, residual learning, and DAM.80

Specifically, the hybrid convolution enlarges the receptive field efficiently,81

the residual learning benefits the convergence to facilitate the training of82

the generator, and the DAM enhances feature representation learning of83

tumor specificity and context learning of multi-class liver MRI.84

4. Attention maps from the generator newly added into the detector in the85

manner of residual connection improve VGG-16 based convolution opera-86

tion to extract tumor information better, which improves the performance87

of tumor detection.88

2. Related work89

2.1. Related work on tumor diagnosis in liver MRI90

Studies have shown that in liver tumor diagnosis, MRI is useful and more91

sensitive than other modalities in the tumor diagnosis and characterization of92

hemangioma and HCC with the help of CA injection (Digumarthy et al., 2005;93

Low, 2007; Halavaara et al., 2006). However, the dependence of existing mag-94

netic resonance examination on CA injection also brings inevitable shortcoming,95

which suffers from high-risk, time-consuming, and expensive (Idée et al., 2006).96

Therefore, there is an urgent need for a technique to synthesize image with the97

same clinical effect as real CEMRI.98

2.2. Related work on automated analysis in liver MRI99

To the best of our knowledge, although there are many works focus on medi-100

cal image synthesis (Yang et al., 2018; Costa et al., 2017), no work has attempted101

on liver CEMRI synthesis from NCEMRI without CA injection due to unique102
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challenges comes from complex anatomy and patient diversity in liver MRI.103

And no work has attempted that CEMRI synthesis and tumor detection pro-104

mote each other in an end-to-end framework. Existing works include but limited105

to medical image synthesis and tumor detection are done separately, while the106

synthesis work is mostly focused on the single-class medical image (e.g., brain107

MRI (Yang et al., 2018), lesion area patch (Frid-Adar et al., 2018)).108

2.2.1. Traditional GAN for medical image analysis109

GAN has demonstrated great power in the medical image analysis since it110

was proposed by Goodfellow et al.(Goodfellow et al., 2014), which is used to111

model the image distribution of generated samples to be indistinguishable from112

target images. There are many studies focusing on medical image synthesis113

have obtained certain success (Nie et al., 2018; Beers et al., 2018; Emami et al.,114

2018). Besides, based on the generated samples, a wide variety of applications115

are derived. Such as improving liver lesion classification via GAN-based syn-116

thetic image (Frid-Adar et al., 2018), improving the accuracy and clarity of117

retinal vessel segmentation by using GAN-based network (Son et al., 2017), ac-118

celerating automatic spondylolisthesis grading from MRIs across modalities by119

using a customized GAN, (Zhao et al., 2019) and improving lesion detection by120

using GAN-based network to synthesize PET from CT (Ben-Cohen et al., 2019).121

These GAN-based works highlight the importance of image synthesis quality.122

It is worth noting that these works focus more on high-quality medical image123

synthesis, and then using the generated samples to improve the associated tasks.124

Although these works attempt to use GAN to promote another associated125

network, the GAN and the associated network work separately. None of them126

achieve the combination and mutual improvement between GAN and other as-127

sociated networks in an end-to-end framework. Recently, in the field of natural128

images, some studies have attempted to combine GAN and other tasks networks129

and obtained some success (Simon et al., 2019; Shen et al., 2018; Chongxuan130

et al., 2017). For instance, in (Simon et al., 2019), they proposed a three-player131

GAN to improve classification networks, which combined the GAN and classi-132

fier by back-propagation. Inspired by this, in this paper, we propose a novel133

Tripartite-GAN for that liver CEMRI synthesis and tumor detection promote134

each other in an end-to-end framework.135

2.2.2. Attention module in networks136

Since the work (Vaswani et al., 2017) proposed to use the self-attention137

mechanism to draw global dependencies of inputs, which successfully applied138

to the machine translation, the attention mechanism has been widely used in139

various deep learning-based tasks. For example, the work (Zhang et al., 2018)140

proposed a self-attention GAN to model long-range dependencies effectively. In141

(Hu et al., 2018a), they proposed relation modules to learn the information be-142

tween objects for improving object recognition in an end-to-end object detector.143

In particular, the work (Fu et al., 2019) embedded channel attention module and144

position attention module into the network of scene segmentation for adaptively145

integrate local features with their global dependencies. In our Tripartite-GAN,146
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the DAM is applied successfully to the GAN-based medical image synthesis task147

for the first time, which motivated by the success of attention modules in the148

above works.149

3. Methodology150

3.1. An overview of Tripartite-GAN151

Figure 2: The Tripartite-GAN synthesizes CEMRI for tumor detection by the combination
of three associated-task networks, the attention-aware generator, the CNN-based discrimi-
nator and the R-CNN-based detector. The R-CNN-based detector directly detects tumor
from the synthetic CEMRI and improves the accuracy of synthetic CEMRI generation via
back-propagation. The CNN-based discriminator urges generator to generate more realistic
synthetic CEMRI via the adversarial-strategy.

For effective CEMRI synthesis and tumor detection, our Tripartite-GAN exe-152

cutes the competition between three participants: the newly designed attention-153

aware generator (section 3.2), the CNN-based discriminator(section 3.3), and154

the R-CNN-based detector (section 3.4). Fig.2 shows the design of our newly155

proposed Tripartite-GAN. Specifically, the attention-aware generator is a hy-156

brid convolution network to synthesize tumor-specific CEMRI, which facilitates157

tumor detection. The generator is embedded the DAM which consists of a158

minutious attention module (MAM, section 3.2.2) and a global attention mod-159

ule (GAM, section 3.2.3) in a parallel manner. The MAM exploits the interde-160

pendencies between channel feature maps to emphasize interdependent feature161

maps and improve the feature representation of specific anatomy, which can162

enhance the detailed synthesis of tumor specificity. The GAM encodes a wider163

range of contextual information of multi-class liver MRI into local features to164

make the Tripartite-GAN context-aware, which enhances the learning ability165

of highly nonlinear mapping between multi-class NCEMRI and CEMRI, And166

then improves the accuracy and spatial continuity of CEMRI synthesis. Be-167

sides, the hybrid convolution was adopted to reserve the useful information168

without the pooling operation and expanding the receptive field in the step of169

feature extraction. The discriminator is a CNN designed to distinguish real or170
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fake of synthetic CEMRI and promote the generator to synthesize high-quality171

CEMRI via adversarial-strategy. The detector is a R-CNN designed to locate172

and classify the tumor. The detector prompts the generator to focus on the173

difference between NCEMRI and CEMRI via the back-propagation, especially174

for the specificity of hemangioma and HCC. Meanwhile, the generator improves175

the performance of tumor detection via newly adding attention maps into the176

detector in the manner of residual connection.177

3.2. Attention-aware generator with DAM for CEMRI synthesis178

Figure 3: The generator aims to synthesis accurate and realistic CEMRI. It uses a hybrid
convolution consists of standard convolution layers, dilated convolution layers, and deconvo-
lution layers. The dilated convolution is utilized to enlarge receptive fields. The two standard
convolution layers and two deconvolution layers are connected to the front and back of dilated
convolution, which reduces the size of feature maps to expand the receptive fields more effi-
ciently. Followed the hybrid convolution, the DAM (MAM and GAM) enhances the detailed
feature extraction and aggregates long-range contextual information of the generator, which
improves the detailed synthesis of the specificity of the tumor and the spatial continuity of
the multi-class liver MRI.

The attention-aware generator is designed based on a fully convolutional net-179

work (FCN) by embedding DAM in a parallel manner, which aims to synthesize180

CEMRI from NCEMRI by learning the nonlinear mapping between CEMRI and181

NCEMRI. Firstly, the generator extracts feature from NCEMRI via hybrid con-182

volution. Moreover, the application of residual learning in CNN has achieved183

promising results in many challenging generic image processing tasks (He et al.,184

2016). For the generator in our Tripartite-GAN, the residual learning is per-185

formed to connect the layer of Conv2 and the layer of Dilated4, which improves186

the convergence of generator loss to facilitate the training of the generator. Sec-187

ondly, the feature map obtained from the layer of Deconv2 is fed into the DAM188

(MAM and GAM), the MAM enhances detailed feature extraction by utilizing189

the interdependencies between channel maps of the layer of Deconv2, and the190

GAM explicitly captures global dependencies of multi-class liver MRI by en-191

coding global contextual information into local features. Followed the DAM,192

we perform an element-wise sum to accomplish the feature fusion of MAM and193

GAM. Lastly, the last layer of Conv3 is used to generate the final synthetic194

CEMRI.195
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3.2.1. The architecture of the attention-aware generator196

As shown in Fig.3, the generator synthesizes CEMRI mainly goes through197

three steps: Hybrid convolution, DAM, and the last convolution layer. Specifi-198

cally, the generator adopts four dilated convolution layers rather than standard199

convolution layers for enlarging receptive fields. Besides, two convolution lay-200

ers and two deconvolution layers are added to the front end and back end of201

dilated convolution operations, respectively. The two convolution layers con-202

tain the operation of convolution, batch normalization (BN), Rectified Linear203

Unit (ReLU), and max-pooling. The four dilated convolution layers contain the204

operation of dilated convolution, BN, and ReLU. The two deconvolution layers205

contain the operation of deconvolution, BN, and ReLU. Note that we do not206

adopt all the eight layers as dilated convolution. This reduces the size of feature207

maps and increases the receptive field more efficiently. The kernel sizes from208

the first convolution operation Conv1 to the last convolution operation Conv3209

are 7× 7, 3× 3, 3× 3, 3× 3, 3× 3, 3× 3, 3× 3, 3× 3 and 3× 3, respectively.210

The numbers of filters are 32, 64, 128, 128, 128, 64, 64, 32 and 1, respectively.211

Besides, inspired by the hybrid dilated convolution (Wang et al., 2018), the di-212

lated rate are set to 1, 2, 3, and 5 from the layer of Dilated1 to Dilated4 for213

avoiding the gridding issue.214

3.2.2. MAM: Enhancing the feature representation of hemangioma and HCC215

for accurate tumor discrimination216

The MAM explicitly models the interdependencies between channels of the217

Deconv2 in hybrid convolution. For the hybrid convolution, each channel map218

of high-level features can be regarded as an anatomy-specific response, and the219

different anatomic structure responses are associated with each other (Hu et al.,220

2018b; Fu et al., 2019). Therefore, the MAM emphasizes interdependent feature221

maps and improves the feature representation of specific anatomy by utilizing222

the interdependencies between channel maps. Especially for the CEMRI, the223

difference between the specificity of tumors and normal tissues are more conspic-224

uous than the NCEMRI. Accordingly, the MAM is embedded into the generator225

to enhance detailed feature extraction, especially for the details of tumor speci-226

ficity. Specifically, after the feature map of the Deconv2 feeding into MAM, the227

MAM goes through three steps to obtain the output feature. Firstly, a channel228

attention matrix is generated, which models the channel relationship between229

any two pixels of the feature map. Secondly, a matrix multiplication operation230

is performed between the channel matrix and the original features. Thirdly,231

an element-wise sum operation is performed on the above multiplied resulting232

matrix and original features to obtain the final representations reflecting the233

specificity of the different anatomy.234

The MAM as shown in Fig.4, we directly calculate the minutious attention235

feature map Z ∈ RC×C from the feature X ∈ RC×H×W of Deconv2. Firstly, we236

reshape X to RC×N , and then perform a matrix multiplication between X and237

its transpose. Next, we apply a softmax layer to obtain the minutious attention238
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Figure 4: The details of MAM, it enhances the detailed feature extraction by utilizing the
interdependencies between channel maps X.

map Z ∈ RC×C :239

Minutious Attention Matrix : Zji =
exp(Xi ·Xj)∑C
i=1 exp(Xi ·Xj)

(1)

where Zji measures the impact of ith channel on jth channel. In addition, we240

perform a matrix multiplication between the transpose of Z and X, then reshape241

their result to RC×H×W . Lastly, we multiply the result by a scale parameter β242

and use an execution element summation operation to get the final output YM :243

Output of MAM : YMj = β

C∑

i=1

(ZjiXi) +Xj (2)

where β is initialized as 0 and gradually increase weight through learning. The244

YM shows the final feature of each channel is a weighted sum of the features of245

all channels and original features, it boosts feature discriminability.246

3.2.3. GAM: Aggregating long-range contextual information of multi-class liver247

MRI for CEMRI synthesis248

Context relationship is essential for anatomic structure understanding, es-249

pecially for the liver MRI with complex anatomical structures. However, many250

works (Peng et al., 2017; Zhao et al., 2017) suggest that traditional FCN could251

lead to misclassification of objects with local feature representations generated.252

To overcome the defect of local feature representations, the GAM explicitly253

captures global dependencies regardless of locations, which adaptively aggre-254

gate long-range contextual information to make the framework context-aware.255

Specifically, after the feature map of the Deconv2 feeding into GAM, the GAM256

goes through three steps to obtain the output feature, which is similar to the257

MAM. The first step is to generate a spatial attention matrix that models the258

spatial relationship between any two pixels of the feature map. Secondly, a259

matrix multiplication operation is performed between the spatial matrix and260

the original features. Thirdly, an element-wise sum operation is performed on261

the above multiplied resulting matrix and original features to obtain the final262

representations reflecting long-range contexts.263

The GAM encodes the global contextual information into local features, thus264

enhancing their representative capability. The operation of GAM as illustrated265
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Figure 5: The details of GAM, it explicitly captures global dependencies of multi-class liver
MRI by encoding global contextual information into local features.

in Fig.5, first give the feature X ∈ RC×H×W of Deconv2 to the GAM. Then266

feed X into two parallel convolution layers f and g to generate two feature map267

fs and gs, where the kernel size of layer f and layer g are all 1 × 1. Next, we268

reshape fs and gs from RC×H×W to RC×N , where N = H×W is the number of269

features. After that we perform a matrix multiplication between the transpose270

of fs and gs, and apply a softmax layer to calculate the global attention map271

S ∈ RN×N :272

Global Attention Matrix : Smn =
exp(fsn · gsm)

∑N
i=1 exp(fsn · gsm)

(3)

where Smn measures the impact of nth position on mth position. Note that the273

more similar feature representations of the two position contributes to greater274

correlation between them.275

The bottom road is a convolution layer with 1 × 1 kernel size. It is used276

to generate a feature map hs ∈ RC×H×W , and then reshape it to hs ∈ RC×N .277

Next, we perform a matrix multiplication between hs and the transpose of S,278

and then reshape the result to RC×H×W . Finally, we multiply it by a scale279

parameter α and perform a element-wise sum operation with the features X to280

obtain the final output feature maps YG ∈ RC×H×W as follows:281

Output of GAM : YGm = α
N∑

n=1

(Smnhsn) +Xm (4)

where α is initialized as 0 and gradually increase weight through learning. In282

equation 4, the final feature YG at each position is a weighted sum of the features283

at all positions and the original feature X. Therefore, it has a global contextual284

view and selectively aggregates contexts according to the global attention map.285

These feature representations achieve mutual gains and more robust for the286

CEMRI synthesis.287

The primary advantages of the attention-aware generator include:288

• Hybrid convolution expands the receptive fields more efficiently.289

• DAM enhances the ability to extract features by modeling the interdepen-290

dencies between channels and encoding global contextual information into291
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local features.292

• Residual learning facilitates the convergence of the training loss of our293

Tripartite-GAN, which makes the loss of Tripartite-GAN lower.294

3.3. The CNN-based discriminator makes the Tripartite-GAN adversarial-strategy-295

aware296

Figure 6: The CNN architecture of the discriminative network receives the ground truth of
CEMRI and the synthetic CEMRI, and then outputs the discriminative results of real or fake.
Its adversarial strategy eagerly supervises attention-aware generator to find its own mistakes,
which increased the authenticity of the synthetic CEMRI.

As shown in Fig.6, the CNN-based discriminator consists of three convolu-297

tion layers and three fully connected layers, where each convolution is followed298

by the operation of BN, ReLU, and max-pooling. The discriminator makes the299

Tripartite-GAN adversarial-strategy-aware because it receives either the syn-300

thetic CEMRI from the generator or real CEMRI from ground truth, and out-301

puts a single scalar to indicate the image is real or fake and feedbacks to the302

generator. With learning through this confrontation, the discriminative eagerly303

prompts the generator to synthesize highly realistic CEMRI, until the truth or304

false is hard to discriminate.305

3.4. The detector is the first time combined with the regular GAN in an end-to-306

end framework for tumor detection307

Fig.7 shows the architecture of the detector, which is a customized Faster308

R-CNN (Ren et al., 2015). The detector aims to directly locate the tumor309

location for obtaining the RoI of hemangioma and HCC. And the detector dis-310

tinguishes whether it is a benign tumor or a malignant tumor. Meanwhile, in311

this Tripartite-GAN, the detector encourages generator to pay more attention to312

the specificity of the two types of tumors via back-propagation, which makes the313

generator to synthesize CEMRI accurately. The detection is mainly comprised314

of two steps. The first stage is proposing the candidate tumor bounding boxes315

via the Region Proposal Network. The second stage is performing classification316
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Figure 7: The architecture of the tumor detection network, which receives synthetic CEMRI
and then accurately localizes the Region of Interest (RoI) of the tumor and classifies the tumor.
Attention maps from the generator newly added into the detector in the manner of residual
connection improve VGG-16 based convolution operation to extract tumor information better,
which improves the performance of tumor detection. Meanwhile, the back-propagation of Lcls

prompts the generator to focus on the specificity between two types of tumors. Added Lcls

into Tripartite-GAN achieves a win-win between detector and generator via back-propagation.

and bounding-box regression on the RoI of the tumor proposed in the first stage.317

It adopts a customized Simonyan and Zisserman model (Simonyan and Zisser-318

man, 2014) (VGG-16) with the help of attention maps obtained from DAM in319

the generator for feature extraction, in which the VGG-16 based network has320

eight shareable convolutional layers.321

The advantage over a single detection network is that we can get help from322

the attention maps extracted by the attention-aware generator. Although the323

tasks of the generator and detector are different, the generator is used to syn-324

thesize CEMRI, and the detector is used to detect tumors. While the generator325

extracts the global features of the entire liver MRI to ensure the quality of326

the entire synthetic CEMRI, it can also extract local features (such as tumor-327

specific features). Similar to the generator, the detector needs to extract the328

tumor feature for tumor location and classification. Therefore, the features ex-329

tracted by the generator can help the feature extraction of the detector in the330

characterization of tumor details. In our Tripartite-GAN, we achieve the help331

of the generator to the detector by adding the attention maps to VGG-16 based332

convolution operation in the manner of residual connection. It mainly has two333

shortcuts of adding the attention map to VGG-16. The first shortcut is to add334

the attention map from DAM directly before the first convolution layer of VGG-335

16, and the second shortcut is to add the attention map after the pooling layer336

operation to the third convolution layer of VGG-16.337

3.5. Tripartite loss joint strategy combines three associated-tasks338

In order to synthesize high-quality CEMRI of equivalent clinical value to real339

CEMRI, and then promote tumor detection. Tripartite-GAN uses a tripartite340

loss function LG to train the attention-aware generator. The tripartite loss341

mainly consists of three items corresponding to three robust losses of three342
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tasks. The three tasks are the synthesis of CEMRI, discrimination of CEMRI,343

and classification of hemangioma and HCC. It means that the generator not only344

mutually promote with discriminator by adversarial strategy but also mutually345

optimizes with the detector by back-propagation. The tripartite loss LG of346

the generator is shown in equation5. The first item is an Euclidean loss LE ,347

which used to maximize peak signal-to-noise rate (PSNR) for producing high-348

quality synthetic-CEMRI. The second item is Cross-Entropy loss LCE . Like the349

learning strategy of traditional GAN, we perform the two-participant minimax350

game between generator and discriminator by using loss LCE . The loss LCE351

is used to minimize the probability of the samples generated by the generator352

to be recognized while maximizing the probability of the discriminator making353

a mistake (Mahasseni et al., 2017). In other words, through the adversarial354

learning strategy, the ability of the generator to synthesize CEMRI, and the355

ability of discriminator to discriminate real or fake are improved simultaneously.356

The third item is the loss function of Lcls for training detector. It helps to357

optimize the softmax-based tumor classification. The LG is a weighted sum of358

three items comprising LE , LCE and Lcls. The tripartite loss adopted to train359

the generator has a stable performance, which is formulated as follow:360

LG(X,Y, p, u) =

Synthesis loss︷ ︸︸ ︷
LE(X,Y ) +λ1

Discrimination loss︷ ︸︸ ︷
LCE(D(G(X), 1))

+ λ2 Lcls(p, u)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Classification loss

(5)

where the hyper-parameter λ1 and λ2 are used for maintaining the weight of361

joint learning of adversarial learning and back-propagation of Lcls. The G(X)362

is the synthetic CEMRI from NCEMRI (X) by the generator. And Y repre-363

sents the real CEMRI, which is the ground truth. The D(G(X)) is the prob-364

ability computed by the discriminator, and the value of D(G(X)) was taken365

into 0 or 1 (0 corresponds to fake, and 1 corresponds to real). Meanwhile,366

the LCE(D(G(X), 1)) function promotes generator to produce more realistic367

CEMRI for confusing the discriminator, and it makes the network adversarial-368

strategy-wise. The loss function LE and LCE as follows:369

LE(X,Y ) = ||Y −G(X)||22 (6)

LCE(Ŷ , Y ) = −
∑

i

Yilog(Ŷi) + (1− Yi)log(1− Ŷi) (7)

where Y is the real CEMRI and Ŷ is the synthetic-CEMRI by the generator,370

and the loss function of LD for training discriminator is defined as:371

LD(X,Y ) = LCE(D(Y ), 1) + LCE(D(G(X)), 0) (8)

that is, the principle of the discriminator is similar to a classifier, one classifier372

classifies the X as ‘real’ or ‘fake’. The third item Lcls of tripartite loss is one373
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part of the detection loss LDe , which is a multi-task loss to jointly trained for374

tumor classification and bounding-box regression. The multi-task loss LDe can375

be defined as follow:376

LDe(p, u, tu, v) =

Classification loss︷ ︸︸ ︷
Lcls(p, u) +λ3

Bounding-box loss︷ ︸︸ ︷
[u ≥ 1]Lbox(tu, v) (9)

where the hyper-parameter λ3 set to one for maintaining the balance of two377

tasks losses of Lcls and Lbox. The classification loss and bounding-box loss Lbox378

are identical as those defined in Fast R-CNN (Girshick, 2015):379





Lcls(p, u) = −logpu
Lbox(tu, v) =

∑

i∈{x,y,w,h}
smoothL1

(tui − vi) (10)

in which380

smoothL1
(x) =

{
0.5x2 if |x|<1

|x| − 0.5 otherwise,
(11)

where the p represents the probability distribution of RoI of the tumor, u rep-381

resents which type of tumor belongs to, the [u ≥ 1] evaluates to 1 when u ≥ 1382

and 0 otherwise. tu is the predicted tuple of bounding-box, and v is a true tuple383

of the bounding-box.384

The primary advantages of tripartite loss not only have a stable performance385

but also successfully achieves that liver CEMRI synthesis, CEMRI discrimina-386

tion, and tumor detection promote each other in an end-to-end framework.387

4. Experiments and Results388

4.1. Materials and Implementation389

The experimental datasets we used totaling 265 subjects (75 subjects of390

hemangioma, 138 subjects of HCC, and 52 subjects of health), and each sub-391

ject has corresponding NCEMRI and CEMRI (after gadolinium CA injection)392

collected after standard clinical liver MRI examinations. And all subjects are393

provided after approval by the McGill University Health Centre. The corre-394

sponding axial T1 FS Pre-Contrast MRI [4mm; 512×512px] and axial T1 FS395

Delay MRI [4mm; 512×512px] are selected for our experiments, in which axial396

T1 FS Pre-Contrast MRI is used as NCEMRI and axial T1 FS Delay MRI is397

used as CEMRI.398

Specifically, we perform one 5-fold cross-validation test to train our Tripartite399

GAN for performance evaluation and comparison. The 265 subjects are divided400

into 5 groups following random rules grouping, and each group contains 53401

subjects. Each of the first four groups contains 15 subjects of hemangioma,402

28 subjects of HCC, and 10 subjects of health. And the last group contains403

15 subjects of hemangioma, 26 subjects of HCC, and 12 subjects of health.404
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Algorithm 1 Tripartite generative adversarial network

Input: A dataset of non-contrast MRI x; Ground truth maps of

contrast-enhanced MRI y; The label of the types of tumor u; The true tuple

of the bounding-box v; The loss balanced weights λ1, λ2, λ3; Learning rates

η1, η2, η3; Mini-batch size n; The number of iterations M;

output: Learned parameters {θg, θdi, θde, p, t
u};

1: Initialize the parameters {θg, θdi, θde} randomly and construct model graph;

2: for step in M do

3: fed u, v, xn, yn ← xn and yn represent the x and y with mini-batch size n;

4: /* The forward propagation of G(xn): */

5: Xn=Hybrid-Conv(xn);

6: Attenn=MAM(Xn) +GAM(Xn);

7: G(xn)=Conv3(Attenn);

8: /* The forward propagation of D(·): */

9: D(G(xn))=CNN(G(xn));

10: D(yn)=CNN(yn);

11: /* The forward propagation of De(·): */

12: p, tu=R-CNN(G(xn) +Attenn)

13: /* The backward propagation of G(xn): */

14: θg = θg − η1∇(LE(xn, yn) + λ1LCE(D(G(xn)), 1) + λ2Lcls(p, u))

15: /* The backward propagation of D(·): */

16: θdi = θdi − η2∇(LCE(D(yn), 1) + LCE(D(G(xn)), 0));

17: /* The backward propagation of De(·): */

18: θde = θde − η3∇LDe
(p, u, tu, v);

19: end for
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In our experiments, 4 groups were used for training and 1 group was used for405

testing. Then executed this process 5 times in a loop, until each group is used406

as the training and testing object. Inspired of (Simon et al., 2019), the values407

of hyper-parameter λ1 in equation 5 is set to one, and λ2 in equation 5 updated408

according to scheme (Springenberg, 2015):409

λ2 = 1− 2ω

1 + exp(−10t)
(12)

where t is reducing linearly from 1 to 0 during training progress, the value of ω is410

set to 0.5 smaller than one to raise the priority of high-quality CEMRI synthesis.411

The λ2 gradually grows during training, ensuring the weight of classification412

increases with the quality of the synthetic-CEMRI. Inspired by (Girshick, 2015),413

the hyper-parameter λ3 in LDe(9) is set to one in all experiments for maintaining414

the balance two tasks of bounding-box regression and tumor classification. The415

Tripartite-GAN is implemented on Pytorch library by using a server platform416

with four Tesla P100 GPUs.417

4.2. Results evaluation and comparison418

4.2.1. Accurate CEMRI synthesis419

Results of synthetic-CEMRI obtained by Tripartite-GAN are shown in Fig.8.420

The synthetic-CEMRI has the equivalent value of real CEMRI in clinical diag-421

nosis, in which the differences of specificity between hemangioma and HCC in422

synthetic-CEMRI are accurate and obvious. The area of hemangioma is grad-423

ual central filling and bright at the edge, and the area of HCC is entirely or424

mostly bright through the whole tumor. The results prove that the synthetic-425

CEMRI has an equal diagnostic value to the real CEMRI (ground truth) via426

CA injection visually.427

To quantitatively evaluate the synthetic performance of our Tripartite-GAN,428

the Tripartite-GAN is compared with three synthesis methods: atlas-based429

method (Vercauteren et al., 2009), conditional generative adversarial nets (CGANs)430

(Mirza and Osindero, 2014) and Auto-Context based GAN (AC-GAN) (Nie431

et al., 2018). The results of the comparison are shown in Fig.9. The pixel inten-432

sity curve and zoomed local patches of tumor area show that our Tripartite-GAN433

is more accurate than three other methods.434

Besides, we also perform the ablation studies to prove every part of the435

newly designed Tripartite-GAN contributes to CEMRI synthesis. The ablation436

studies include Tripartite-GAN without discriminator (No D), without DAM437

(No DAM), without MAM (No MAM), without GAM (No GAM), without438

detector (No De), without dilated convolution (No Di-con), and without residual439

learning (No Res-L). The results of ablation studies are shown in Fig.10. The440

pixel intensity curve and zoomed local patches of tumor areas show that every441

part of the newly designed Tripartite-GAN improves CEMRI synthesis.442

The standard metric of normalized mean absolute error (MAE) and PSNR as443

the standard of evaluation are used to evaluate the synthetic-CEMRI (Wolterink444

et al., 2017), which as shown in Table1. The mean MAE and the mean PSNR445
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Figure 8: Our method synthesized CEMRI has an equal diagnostic value to real CEMRI. In
the first two-row, it is clear that the area of hemangioma becomes gradual central filling and
bright at the edge in synthetic CEMRI, and the area of HCC becomes entirely or mostly bright
through the whole tumor. The red and blue windows represent the hemangioma and HCC,
respectively, and enlarge them on the right. The last row is the synthesis result of healthy
subjects.

of our method achieve 125.8 and 28.8, which is the best among three synthesis446

methods. And the evaluation of ablation studies demonstrate that every part447

of the newly designed Tripartite-GAN improves CEMRI synthesis.448

Moreover, as shown in Table2, the paired t-tests between our proposed449

method and the other three works were performed on both PSNR and MAE450

values. The p-Values (<0.05) of paired t-tests show that the difference between451

our proposed method and the other three methods is significant.452

4.2.2. DAM enhances feature representation: GAM improves the spatial conti-453

nuity and MAM enhances the detailed synthesis454

In order to verify the contribution of the DAM to CEMRI synthesis, we455

perform the comparison of Tripartite-GAN without DAM and our proposed456

Tripartite-GAN. When DAM is removed, the PSNR value decreases from 28.8 to457

26.1. As the first row shown in Fig.11, the subject1 demonstrate that Tripartite-458

GAN with DAM outperforms Tripartite-GAN without DAM in the detailed459

synthesis of anatomy specificity and the spatial continuity. To verify the re-460

spective contributions of GAM and MAM to CEMRI synthesis, we perform two461

comparisons of evaluating the contribution of MAM and GAM independently.462

One of the two comparisons is between Tripartite-GAN without GAM and our463
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Figure 9: In the aspect of the detailed expression of the tumor and the highly realistic
synthetic-CEMR, Tripartite-GAN outperforms three other methods. The pixel intensity curve
and zoomed local patches of tumor area show that our Tripartite-GAN is more accurate than
three other methods.

Tripartite-GAN. The other is between Tripartite-GAN without MAM and our464

Tripartite-GAN. When MAM is removed, the PSNR value decreases from 28.8465

to 26.5. And when GAM is removed, the PSNR value decreases from 28.8 to466

26.7. As the last two rows are shown in Fig.11, the subject2 demonstrates467

that GAM improves the spatial continuity of CEMRI synthesis. The subject3468

demonstrates that MAM enhances the detailed feature extraction to improve469

the discrimination of hemangioma and HCC. The subject3 shows the failure of470

not being able to differentiate HCC and Hemangioma when MAM is removed,471

which incorrectly synthesizes the specificity of hemangioma into the specificity472

of HCC. It is obvious that the results prove that the MAM enhances the detailed473

synthesis of anatomy specificity, and the GAM improves the spatial continuity474

effectively.475

In order to clearly see the specific contributions of MAM and GAM, Fig.12476

shows the feature maps of Tripartite-GAN without GAM, Tripartite-GAN with-477

out MAM, and our Tripartite-GAN (with DAM), respectively. We can see the478

GAM enhances the spatial feature extraction (especially for the feature extrac-479

tion at edges) by comparing the red window in the feature maps. And we can480
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Figure 10: The ablation studies of No discriminator, No DAM, No detector, No dilated con-
volution, and No residual learning, which demonstrate that every part of the newly designed
Tripartite-GAN contributes to CEMRI synthesis. The pixel intensity curve and zoomed local
patches of tumor area demonstrate that our proposed Tripartite-GAN is more accurate and
more powerful in the detailed synthesis. The horizontal coordinate denotes pixel positions of
the yellow line drawn in the ground truth, and the vertical coordinate is the pixel intensity of
the corresponding pixel.
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Table 1: The comparison of Tripartite-GAN and three other methods of image-to-image
translation demonstrates that our proposed Tripartite-GAN outperforms the three others on
average MAE and PSNR. The ablation studies of No D, No DAM, No MAM, No GAM, No
De, No Di-con, and No Res-L demonstrate that our proposed Tripartite-GAN every part of
the newly designed Tripartite-GAN improves CEMRI synthesis.

MAE PSNR

Mean(std) Med Mean(std) Med

Comparison

Atlas 190.6(39.2) 191.2 21.8(1.6) 21.7
CGANs 177.4(34.8) 177.8 23.3(2.4) 23.2
ACGAN 162.1(28.6) 162.3 25.5(2.2) 25.2

Ablation study

No D 167.9(25.3) 168.6 25.9(2.1) 25.5
No DAM 159.3(22.1) 159.1 26.1(1.9) 26.0
No MAM 157.4(20.4) 157.0 26.5(1.7) 26.7
No GAM 155.2(20.0) 155.5 26.7(1.7) 26.8
No De 152.3(18.9) 151.9 26.9(1.6) 26.6
No Di-con 145.7(18.2) 148.1 27.3(1.5) 27.4
No Res-L 139.7(17.3) 140.0 27.8(1.4) 27.6
Tripartite-GAN 125.8(16.2) 125.3 28.8(1.4) 28.8

Table 2: p-Values by performing paired t-tests between our Tripartite-GAN and other related
works for both PSNR and MAE values.

MAE PSNR

Atlas <0.01 <0.01
CGANs <0.01 <0.01
ACGAN <0.05 <0.05

see the MAM enhances the detailed feature extraction by comparing the green481

window in the feature maps. It is clear that GAM helps our Tripartite-GAN482

adaptively aggregates long-range contextual information, which improves the483

spatial continuity of synthetic CEMRI. And MAM helps our Tripartite-GAN484

enhances detailed feature extraction, which ensures the accurate synthesis of485

the specificity of tumor in synthetic CEMRI. The visualization of synthesis re-486

sults and zoomed local patches of tumor area are shown in the last two columns487

in Fig.12. It is clear that MAM helps our Tripartite-GAN enhance detailed488

synthesis, and GAM helps our Tripartite-GAN improve the spatial continuity489

of synthetic CEMRI.490

4.2.3. Hybrid convolution for increasing the effective receptive field491

In order to verify the advantages of our designed hybrid convolution for492

CEMRI synthesis, we perform the comparison between a traditional FCN (No493
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Figure 11: The subject1 demonstrates that DAM enhances the detailed synthesis of anatomy
specificity and the spatial continuity. The subject2 demonstrates that GAM improves the
spatial continuity of CEMRI synthesis. The subject3 demonstrates that MAM enhances
the detailed feature extraction to improve the discrimination of hemangioma and HCC. The
subject3 shows the failure of not being able to differentiate HCC and Hemangioma when MAM
is removed, which incorrectly synthesizes the specificity of hemangioma into the specificity of
HCC. The red windows of zoomed local patches represent the tumor area. From left to right,
they are the NCEMRI, the synthetic CEMRI without attention module, the synthetic CEMRI
with attention module, and the ground truth, respectively.

Di-con) with the same parameter settings of dilated convolution layers and our494

proposed Tripartite-GAN. The synthesis results are shown in Fig.10. And the ef-495

fect of the hybrid convolution operation is quantitatively evaluated. The PSNR496

value of synthetic CEMRI by using No Di-con Tripartite-GAN is 27.3, and the497

PSNR value of synthetic CEMRI by using proposed Tripartite-GAN is 28.8.498

These results prove that expansion of the receptive field by hybrid convolution499

makes the generator powerful in feature extraction.500

4.2.4. Residual learning benefits the training of generator501

In order to verify the effect of the residual learning to CEMRI synthesis,502

we perform the comparison between Tripartite-GAN without residual learning503

and our proposed Tripartite-GAN. The synthesis results are shown in Fig.10.504

And the PSNR value of synthetic CEMRI from Tripartite-GAN without resid-505

ual learning is 27.8, while our proposed Tripartite-GAN is 28.8, respectively.506

Moreover, the visualization of the training loss is shown in Fig.13, in which the507

Tripartite-GAN without residual learning and our proposed Tripartite-GAN508
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Figure 12: Two examples of CEMRI synthesis. The red windows in the feature maps represent
the difference of spatial continuity between Tripartite-GAN without GAM and our Tripartite-
GAN. The green windows in feature maps represent the difference of detailed feature extraction
between Tripartite-GAN without MAM and our Tripartite-GAN. The last two columns show
the synthesis results and zoomed local patches of the tumor area. It is clear that MAM helps
our Tripartite-GAN enhance detailed synthesis, and GAM helps our Tripartite-GAN improve
the spatial continuity of synthetic CEMRI.
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are demonstrated by the green curve and red curve, respectively. It is clear509

that Tripartite-GAN outperforms the Tripartite-GAN without residual learn-510

ing. And the results prove that residual learning helps the network train faster511

and achieve lower synthesis error.512

Figure 13: Our proposed newly designed generator of Tripartite-GAN has lower training loss
compared with the Tripartite-GAN without residual learning.

4.2.5. Adversarial strategy encourages the high-quality CEMRI synthesis513

In order to verify the contribution of the adversarial strategy to CEMRI syn-514

thesis, we performed a comparison between Tripartite-GAN without discrimi-515

nator and proposed Tripartite-GAN, which are shown in Fig.10. Apparently,516

the synthetic CEMRI of proposed Tripartite-GAN has fewer artifacts than the517

Tripartite-GAN without the adversarial strategy. The quantitative evaluation518

shows that the PSNR value decreases from 28.8 to 25.9 when discriminator519

is removed. And these results prove that the discriminator makes the frame-520

work of Tripartite-GAN adversarial-strategy-aware, which eagerly improves the521

authenticity of synthetic-CEMRI of the generator.522

4.2.6. Back-propagation of classification loss urges the more accurate CEMRI523

synthesis524

In order to verify the contribution of the detector to the generator, we per-525

form the comparison between Tripartite-GAN without the detector and our526

proposed Tripartite-GAN, which are shown in Fig.10. We can clearly see that527

the proposed Tripartite-GAN outperforms the Tripartite-GAN without the de-528

tector. Especially for the specificity learning of the tumor. The PSNR value529

decreases from 28.8 to 26.9 when the detector is removed. These results prove530
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that the detector is reinforced the performance of the attention-aware generator531

via the back-propagation of Lcls. The detector prompts the generator to focus532

on the specificity of two types of tumors. Meanwhile, the synthetic CEMRI gen-533

erated by the attention-aware generator has distinct specific, which facilitates534

detector for accurate detection of tumors.535

As shown in Fig.10, we perform the a comparison by using the ablation study,536

which verifies the contribution of the discriminator to the CEMRI synthesis,537

the contribution of the DAM to the CEMRI synthesis, the contribution of the538

detector to the CEMRI synthesis, the contribution of dilated convolution to539

the CEMRI synthesis, and the contribution of residual learning to the CEMRI540

synthesis. All of the pixel intensity curves and zoomed local patches of tumor541

area proved that these modules of Tripartite GAN have a positive effect on542

liver CEMRI synthesis, especially in improving the accuracy of the synthesis of543

tumor areas.544

4.2.7. Accuracy tumor detection545

Results of tumor detection via detector from Tripartite-GAN show that our546

proposed Tripartite-GAN has a high and stable accuracy of 89.4%. To quan-547

titatively evaluate the performance of detection of our Tripartite-GAN, the548

Tripartite-GAN was compared with three detection methods: U-Net based FCN549

(Dong et al., 2017), modified Faster-R-CNN (Akselrod-Ballin et al., 2016) and550

combination of fuzzy c-means and SVM(FZM-SVM) (Singh et al., 2015). Re-551

sults of the comparison of Tripartite-GAN and the other three methods of detec-552

tion are shown in Table3, which demonstrates that our proposed Tripartite-GAN553

outperforms the three other methods of detection. Besides, we also perform the554

ablation studies to prove every part of the newly designed Tripartite-GAN con-555

tributes to tumor detection. The results of ablation studies are shown in Table4.556

The ablation studies include Tripartite-GAN without generator and discrimina-557

tor (No G + No D), without discriminator (No D), without DAM (No DAM),558

without MAM (No MAM), without GAM (No GAM), without adding attention559

maps into detector (No atten), without dilated convolution (No Di-con), and560

without residual learning (No Res-L). Results of ablation studies demonstrate561

that every part of the newly designed Tripartite-GAN improves tumor detection.562

Table 3: The comparison of Tripartite-GAN and three other methods of detection, which
demonstrates that our proposed Tripartite-GAN outperforms three other detection methods.
The upper bound of Tripartite-GAN demonstrates that our synthetic CEMRI images per-
formed close to the real CEMRI in tumor detection.

Method
FZM- Modified U-Net Tripartite Tripartite-GAN
SVM Faster-RCNN based FCN GAN (upper bound)

Accuracy 78.1% 79.2% 79.2% 89.4% 90.9%

We also evaluated the accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity of tumor detec-563

tion results in Table5, Table6, and Table7. We defined healthy subjects as564

positive and hemangioma as negative in Table5. We defined healthy subjects565
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Table 4: The ablation studies demonstrate that every part of the newly designed Tripartite-
GAN contributes to tumor detection. The upper bound of Tripartite-GAN demonstrates that
our synthetic CEMRI images performed close to the real CEMRI in tumor detection.

Method
No No No No No No No No Tripartite Tripartite-GAN

G + D D DAM MAM GAM Atten Di-Con Res-L GAN (upper bound)

Accuracy 80.0% 81.1% 83.0% 83.8% 84.9% 86.4% 87.5% 88.3% 89.4% 90.9%

as positive and HCC as negative in Table6. And we defined hemangioma as566

positive and HCC as negative in Table7. The evaluation results demonstrate567

that our Tripartite-GAN outperforms three other detection methods. And the568

ablation study of Tripartite-GAN demonstrates that every part of the newly569

designed Tripartite-GAN contributes to tumor detection. The ”upper bound”570

of detection results in the last column/row of these five tables (Table3-7) repre-571

sent the detection results computed directly from ground truth CEMRI images.572

It demonstrates that our synthetic CEMRI images performed close to the real573

CEMRI in tumor detection. The evaluation criterion of accuracy, sensitivity,574

and specificity are defined as follow:575

Accuracy =
TP + TN

TP + FP + TN + FN
(13)

Sensitivity : TPR =
TP

TP + FN
(14)

Specificity : TNR =
TN

FP + TN
(15)

where the sensitivity and specificity are equivalent to the true positive rate576

(TPR) and the true negative rate (TNR), respectively. The TP, FP, TN, and577

FN denotes the true positive, false positive, true negative, and false negative578

measurements, respectively.579

4.2.8. Adding attention maps into detector improves the performance of tumor580

detection581

In order to verify the attention maps have the potential to detect tumors582

and the contribution of adding attention maps into the detector, we perform583

the comparison among three different detectors as follows: 1) Using the atten-584

tion maps instead of feature maps from VGG-16 for the box generation and585

tumor classification by R-CNN. 2) Using the VGG-16-based model to obtain586

feature maps without the help of attention maps for box generation and tumor587

classification by R-CNN. 3) Using the VGG-16-based model to obtain feature588

maps with the help of attention maps for box generation and tumor classifica-589

tion by R-CNN (our detector as shown in Fig.7). The results of the comparison590

are shown in Fig.14, the columns 2, 3, and 4 correspond to the detector 1),591

2) and 3) mentioned above, respectively. It is clear that attention maps have592
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Table 5: When we defined healthy subjects as positive and hemangioma as negative, the
comparison of Tripartite-GAN and three other methods of detection demonstrates that our
Tripartite-GAN outperforms three other detection methods. The ablation studies demonstrate
that every part of the newly designed Tripartite-GAN contributes to tumor detection.

Method
health(P)/Hemangioma(N)

Accuracy Sensitivity Specificity
Comparison

FZM-SVM 78.0±1.3% 87.0±2.6% 92.2±1.4%
Modified Faster-RCNN 78.7±1.0% 87.2±2.2% 92.2±1.4%
U-Net based FCN 79.5±1.1% 89.1±2.1% 92.3±1.2%

Ablation study

No G + No D 80.3±1.2% 89.4±2.0% 92.3±1.3%
No D 81.1±1.0% 89.4±2.0% 92.4±1.2%
No DAM 83.5±0.8% 91.5±1.8% 94.0±1.0%
No MAM 84.3±0.8% 91.5±1.8% 95.5±1.0%
No GAM 85.8±0.8% 93.6±1.7% 95.6±0.9%
No Atten 87.4±0.7% 95.7±1.5% 95.7±0.8%
No Di-con 89.0±0.6% 95.8±1.6% 97.1±0.8%
No Res-L 90.0±0.7% 95.8±1.5% 98.6±0.9%

Tripartite-GAN 91.3±0.6% 95.9±1.3% 98.6±0.7%
Tripartite-GAN

92.9±0.6% 96.0±1.2% 98.6±0.7%
(upper bound)

Table 6: When we defined healthy subjects as positive and HCC as negative, the comparison
of Tripartite-GAN and three other methods of detection demonstrates that our proposed
Tripartite-GAN outperforms three other detection methods. The ablation studies demonstrate
that every part of the newly designed Tripartite-GAN contributes to tumor detection.

Method
health(P)/HCC(N)

Accuracy Sensitivity Specificity
Comparison

FZM-SVM 77.9±1.2% 87.0±2.2% 93.9±1.2%
Modified Faster-RCNN 79.5±1.1% 89.1±2.0% 94.8±1.0%
U-Net based FCN 78.9±1.1% 87.2±2.1% 94.0±1.1%

Ablation study

No G + No D 80.0±1.0% 89.4±1.9% 94.8±1.0%
No D 81.1±0.9% 89.4±1.8% 94.9±0.9%
No DAM 82.6±0.8% 90.0±1.6% 95.0±0.8%
No MAM 83.2±0.8% 89.6±1.7% 95.8±0.7%
No GAM 84.2±0.8% 89.8±1.7% 95.9±0.7%
No Atten 85.3±0.7% 90.0±1.5% 95.9±0.6%
No Di-con 86.8±0.7% 92.0±1.5% 96.7±0.7%
No Res-L 87.4±0.8% 92.0±1.6% 96.8±0.7%

Tripartite-GAN 88.4±0.6% 94.0±1.2% 96.8±0.6%
Tripartite-GAN

90.0±0.6% 96.0±1.1% 97.6±0.5%
(upper bound)
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Table 7: When we defined hemangioma as positive and HCC as negative, the comparison
of Tripartite-GAN and three other methods of detection demonstrates that our proposed
Tripartite-GAN outperforms three other detection methods. The ablation studies demonstrate
that every part of the newly designed Tripartite-GAN contributes to tumor detection.

Method
Hemangioma(P)/HCC(N)

Accuracy Sensitivity Specificity
Comparison

FZM-SVM 78.4±1.2% 84.3±1.7% 82.4±1.5%
Modified Faster-RCNN 79.3±1.0% 84.3±1.5% 83.3±1.5%
U-Net based FCN 79.3±1.1% 85.7±1.5% 83.2±1.5%

Ablation study

No G + No D 79.8±0.8% 85.7±1.3% 83.3±1.3%
No D 81.2±0.7% 87.1±1.2% 84.8±1.3%
No DAM 83.6±0.7% 88.7±1.2% 86.4±1.2%
No MAM 84.0±0.7% 88.9±1.2% 86.5±1.2%
No GAM 85.0±0.6% 90.3±1.1% 87.2±1.1%
No Atten 85.9±0.7% 91.7±1.1% 88.0±1.0%
No Di-con 87.3±0.6% 91.8±1.0% 88.8±1.1%
No Res-L 88.3±0.6% 91.9±1.0% 89.6±1.0%

Tripartite-GAN 89.2±0.5% 93.2±0.8% 90.3±0.9%
Tripartite-GAN

90.6±0.5% 94.6±0.6% 91.1±0.8%
(upper bound)

the potential to detect tumors but not accurate. Because attention maps not593

only focus on the tumor but pay more attention to extract all features of all594

anatomy structure in liver MRI for entire liver MRI synthesis. Both the feature595

maps of VGG-16 without attention maps and the feature maps of VGG-16 with596

attention maps focus on tumor information, but the characterizations of tumors597

in VGG-16 with attention maps are more accurate and detailed than without598

attention maps. The detection results of three different detectors demonstrate599

that the attention map added into VGG-16 in the manner of residual connection600

improves R-CNN-based detector to detect the tumor.601

5. Conclusions and Discussion602

Our proposed Tripartite-GAN successfully synthesized liver CEMRI without603

CA injection on a dataset of 265 subjects. The synthesized liver CEMRI has the604

equivalent value of real CEMRI in clinical diagnosis and then used to accurate605

tumor detection. All of the results demonstrate that Tripartite-GAN can aid in606

the clinical diagnosis as a safe, time-saving, and inexpensive tool to synthesize607

and detect CEMRI without CA injection. The effective application of the hybrid608

convolution, residual learning, and DAM is able to expand the receptive field,609

facilitate convergence, and enhance feature representation. Moreover, it is the610

first that the Tripartite-GAN successfully combined the regular GAN and the611
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Figure 14: Attention maps not only focus on the tumor but pay more attention to extract all
features of all anatomy structure in liver MRI for multi-class liver MRI synthesis. The feature
maps of VGG-16 without attention maps are more focused on tumor information. The feature
maps of VGG-16 with attention maps also focus on tumor information but more accurate and
detailed than without attention maps.

detector. The tripartite loss not only has a stable performance but also achieves612

that the liver CEMRI synthesis and tumor detection promote each other in an613

end-to-end framework. Meanwhile, the generator improves the performance614

of tumor detection via newly adding attention maps into the detector in the615

manner of residual connection. Besides, the Tripartite-GAN has the potential616

to synthesize liver CEMRI for tumor segmentation.617
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